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Abstract—The electronically steerable flash lidar (ESFL) is a
waveform lidar sensor that incorporates two advances relevant
to the design of future spaceborne lidar sensors. The first is a
nonmechanical scanner that splits a single incoming beam into
a variable number of output beams that can be aligned independently across track; the transmitted beam pattern can be changed
up to 60 Hz. The second is a flash focal plane array (FFPA) capable
of recording waveforms simultaneously from a 128 × 128 pixel
grid with individual footprints spread over multiple pixels. In
this paper, the incoming beam was used to illuminate eight 8.4-m
footprints which were imaged simultaneously on 12 × 12 pixel
subsets of the FFPA. The FFPA digitizes waveforms at a vertical
resolution of 75 cm over 41 vertical bins to create waveforms of
30.75-m depth. Multiple waveforms obtained using range-gating
were combined for these analyses. ESFL data were collected at
Manitou Experimental Forest (MEF), located in the Pikes Peak
National Forest, Colorado, USA and the Stephen F. Austin Experimental Forest (AEF), located in the Angelina Forest, Nacogdoches,
TX. We evaluated the use of individual pixel-level and aggregated
footprint-level waveforms and alternate approaches to define the
extent of each footprint in the focal plane array. Using discrete
return lidar data as a reference, we evaluated the ability of ESFL
lidar to estimate canopy height and compared the two sensors’
rates of penetration to the terrain surface. We found the footprintlevel waveforms were better suited for use with existing waveform
processing techniques, although techniques for processing at the
pixel-level appear feasible. Relationships between height estimates
from each lidar data set were most closely related when footprintlevel ESFL waveforms were calculated after removing pixels that
had less than 50% of the maximum energy within that footprint.
Regressions between ESFL and reference lidar data estimates of
height explained 84% (AEF) and 85% (MEF) of variance; this
study could not say definitively which method yielded the more
accurate estimate of height.
Index Terms—Forest ecology, lidar, sensors, waveform.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

L

IDAR remote sensing has become a commonplace tool
for applications that require mapping of topography,
bathymetry, sea surface roughness, as well as atmospheric constituents and dynamics. The earliest sensors for surface applications operated exclusively in a profiling mode, with a single
flight line of observations [1], [9], [11], [12], and this type of
sampling is still useful for both airborne (PALS—[13]) and
spaceborne (ICESAT—[14], Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared
Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO)—[19]) applications. Adoption of lidar was accelerated by the development
of a scanning capability, which allowed for the collection of
wider swaths of data. Current approaches for scanning include
Palmer, rotating polygon, and holographic scanners as well
as fiber-optic approaches [18]. Most commercial systems rely
on scanning mirrors driven by galvanometers to implement a
whisk-broom scanning approach. With the exception of fiber
optics, these are all mechanical systems.
Despite the prevalence of mechanical scanners in lidar applications, there are disadvantages they present to the system.
The most obvious one is the question of reliability of such
mechanisms. For an airborne application, a mechanical failure
can result in costly hours of down time during a flight campaign
waiting for repair. For a spaceborne mission, the ramifications
of a mechanical failure are potentially worse, such as failure to
meet mission goals.
Mechanical scanner technology has other drawbacks related
to the scanning mechanism’s mass which limits scanning speed
and reduces the flexibility of scanning patterns. While lasers
for commercial airborne lidar systems can have pulse rates
that exceed 300 kHz, their scanning technology has only recently obtained scanning frequencies as high as 140 Hz. As
a consequence, when scanning must be confined to a narrow
range of scan angles (as it is for forest ecology applications
and from space where along-track speeds are greater than for
airborne platforms.), the along-track point density can become
much lower than the across-track point density. Furthermore,
the momentum of the scanning mirrors themselves complicates
any scanning pattern other than either a repeating sinusoidal or
sawtooth (“Z”) scanning patterns.
The high pulse rate and mechanical scanners of commercial
lidar systems can deliver a high across-track sampling density,
and while this is advantageous, there are applications where this
advantage disappears because high pulse rates cannot be supported. When the wallplug power or payload size allowed on a
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platform will not support a conventional commercial sensor, the
total laser pulse rate and/or energy must be reduced. For spaceborne sensors, the large aperture required for both transmitter
and receiver makes it challenging to design scanning mechanisms that can perform across the wide field of view (FOV).
When coupled with the challenges of making mechanisms that
can survive launch and operate reliably in the space environment, design constraints are severe and incorporating a mechanical scanner in the design may no longer be worth the risk.
If the risk and complexity of a mechanical scanner that may
afford to a particular instrument design is determined to be
unacceptable, the alternative is a fixed illumination pattern.
As the name implies, fixed scan patterns would not allow
adaptation of the illumination pattern to suit the scene at
hand. A set scan pattern can be particularly constraining for
two types of applications that might be desired for sensors
with low pulse rates. In one instance, the limited available
photons might need to be focused on continued observation
of a single area or mapping of critical infrastructure, as when
linear features on the landscape require special attention. In
these cases, adaptive steering of a sensor’s FOV would be desirable. Another case in which a programmable and/or adaptive
approach to scanning would be desirable is when a limited
number of sensor observations needs to be widely distributed
across the landscape. [8] demonstrated the advantages of the
approach for spaceborne ecosystem structure inventory. In that
case, sophisticated scanning patterns were required to cover the
landscape systematically at a low point density.
In this paper, we demonstrate the capabilities of a new
type of scanning technology for lidar remote sensing which is
nonmechanical and can be modified in real time for adaptive
control of the location of lidar observations.
A. Sensor Description
The electronically steerable flash lidar (ESFL), funded by
NASA’s Earth Science Technology Office’s Instrument Incubator Program [16], is an aircraft demonstration of a waveformsampling lidar sensor that incorporates two advances relevant
to design of future spaceborne lidar sensors.
The first replaces mechanical scanning with an acousto optic
beam deflector (AOBD), a crystal which splits a single incoming beam into multiple deflected beams (Fig. 1). A digitally
synthesized radiofrequency (RF) tone generator drives a piezoelectric transducer attached to the AOBD crystal that creates a
set of acoustic waves in the crystal, one at each tone frequency.
Each standing wave acts as a transmissive diffraction grating
with a different spatial period. Each grating causes the input
beam to split into a secondary deflected beam whose angle
can be changed by changing the frequency of the RF tone.
In its current aircraft configuration, the AOBD has been used
to generate between 1 and 10 independently pointed beams
aligned across track. The configuration, and therefore the transmitted beam pattern, can be changed for every pulse of the laser
up to 60 Hz.
The second technological advance involves the replacement
of a single optical detector with a flash focal plane array
(FFPA) capable of observing multiple waveforms simultane-

Fig. 1.

Schematic of the electronically steerable flash lidar concept.

ously. This so-called “Flash” detector is not to be confused
with the flashlamp approach to optically pumping lasers. For
each of the 128 by 128 pixels in the ESFL FFPA, an avalanche
photodiode detects the backscattered laser light, amplifies it,
and electronically digitizes the resulting signal into 44 vertical
bins. The resulting “data cube” is a 128 by 128 grid of lidar
waveforms [15] with 44 vertical observations. Multiple beams
created by the AOBD can be recorded simultaneously in the
data cube [Fig. 2(a) and (b)] and a single laser footprint can be
spread over several pixels in the image (Figs. 1 and 2).
The combination of real-time multibeam reconfigurability
and subfootprint imaging provides a unique new 3-D variablesampling imaging capability unlike any other current full waveform scanning system. The ability to split a single laser beam
into multiple beams and record them across track enables a nonscanning push-broom design that avoids mechanical scanning.
Alternatively, the illumination pattern can be reconfigured shotto-shot, allowing ESFL to change the number, power and spatial
distribution of laser illumination and waveform sampling.
In related work [8], we have demonstrated the potential
advantages of this flexibility for the vegetation structure component of a satellite lidar mission. Existing and planned lidar
missions have been limited to collecting either a single transect
of noncontiguous footprints as was done for the Ice, Cloud,
and land Elevation Satellite mission (ICESat) [14] and the
CALIPSO mission, or a small number of transects as is the basis
of the ICESat II mission and the Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter
mission. Currently, planned lidar missions will collect transects of data with contiguous observations along each transect;
transects will be spread over swaths of multiple kilometers, a
sampling pattern that results in high sampling density along
track and low sampling density across track. We demonstrated
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Fig. 2. ESFL scanning pattern used in this work (a): The AOBD splits a single
laser beams into 8 footprints (thick circles) and are recorded by a grid of 128 ×
128 pixels with 44 vertical bins. (b): Footprint centers are locations along the
45th pixel in the along track direction (iy axis) and evenly spaced between the
7th and 123th pixel in the across-track direction (ix axis). (c): Illustration of
range gate approach. The box represents a data cube.

the advantages of a hybrid spatial sampling approach that
combines a single conventional transect with a systematic
grid of observations. We compared this hybrid approach to a
traditional lidar sampling that distributes the same number of
observations into five transects and demonstrated that a hybrid
sampling approach achieves goals for the spatial distribution
of observations in approximately 1/3 of the time required for
transect sampling and results in estimates of ecosystem height
that have half the uncertainty as those from transect sampling.
Other benefits of the ESFL technology include the capability
to adapt to variations in cloud cover, terrain albedo, ecosystem
type, and landscape pattern, as well as the ability to modify the
vertical resolution by altering the oscillator rate. This flexibility
allows multiple mission objectives to be reconciled more easily
as different land surface types can have their own spatial
sampling strategies, and these strategies can change as mission
objectives are met.
B. Analysis Overview
Although the ESFL uses the same basic technology as lidar
systems in general, it is reasonable to expect a basic validation
of the ability of the sensor to make the fundamental measurements of a lidar sensor. In this paper, we consider those to be
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estimates of terrain elevation, the height of the forest canopy,
and the ability to see the ground surface below the canopy
(canopy penetration rate). We chose to do a direct comparison
between the ESFL and conventional lidar sensors from the
Leica ALS series, rather than a comparison between the ESFL
and field data. Direct comparison between the ESFL and Leica
ALS allows great flexibility in methods and eliminates the
adjustments that need to be made between field estimates of
height and estimates of height from lidar systems generally. We
expect that if we can reproduce conventional lidar estimates of
height, then we will be able to make other estimates of forest
structure (e.g., aboveground biomass) as well. A future paper
will compare field data, ESFL data, and other types of lidar
data relevant to spaceborne use.
The design of ESFL is a significant departure from lidar
systems of the past, and therefore the processing methods are
a significant revision as well. For the aircraft demonstration,
the backscatter from each laser footprint is distributed over a
large number of pixels. At this stage in the development of
the ESFL technology, we need to evaluate whether the proper
scale of analysis is the individual pixel or the summation of the
many pixels that records energy for each illuminated footprint.
Analysis at the footprint level requires that alternate methods
for defining the extent of each footprint in the focal plane
array must be evaluated to optimize the accuracy of terrain
elevation and forest canopy height estimates. Finally, the rate of
penetration to the terrain surface is critical to both topographic
and vegetation structure analysis and must be compared to that
obtained with conventional lidar systems.

II. M ETHODS
A. Study Areas
ESFL waveform data were acquired over two sites: the
Manitou Experimental Forest (MEF), located in the Pikes Peak
National Forest at 39.12N, 105.11W and 2370-m altitude,
30 miles northwest of Colorado Springs, Colorado, USA, and
the Stephen F. Austin Experimental Forest (AEF), located in
the Angelina Forest at 31.45N, 94.83W and 80-m altitude,
8 miles southwest of Nacogdoches, TX, USA. The MEF lies
on gently sloping terrain with a canopy of Ponderosa Pine
(Pinus ponderosa) and a small number of common juniper
(Juniperus communis) shrubs in the understory. The AEF site
has more varied composition, with mature bottomland forests
on low terrain and mixed pine and hardwood stands on uplands.
Upland forests are a mix of loblolly and shortleaf pine (Pinus
taeda and P. echinata) and pine-hardwood stands with various
species of oaks (Quercus sp.), pecan (Carya illinoinensis), elm
(Ulmus americana) and red raple (Acer rubrum). Dominant
hardwoods in the floodplain of the Angelina River are sweetgum (Liquidambar styraciflua), water oak (Quercus nigra),
overcup oak (Q. lyrata), Nuttall’s oak (Q. nuttallii), willow
oak (Q. phellos), swamp chestnut oak (Q. michauxii), blue
beech (Carpinus caroliniana), and black gum (Nyssa sylvatica).
The Manitou study area has sparse forests (< 80%) foliage
cover, while the SF Austin area has foliage cover in excess
of 95%.
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TABLE I
ESFL DATA OVER M ANITOU AND SF AUSTIN A REAS : DATA ACQUISITION DATE , N UMBER OF F ILES (DATA C UBES )
PER F LIGHT L INE , N UMBER OF C OMPLETE WAVEFORMS AND A F LIGHT-L INE L ENGTH

B. Configuration of the ESFL
Configuration of the ESFL requires synchronization between
laser illumination and operation of the FFPA (Fig. 2). The FFPA
simultaneously captures waveforms of each of its 16 384 (1282 )
pixels; each waveform has 44 bins in the vertical direction.
However, only 41 are used in practice due to receiver configuration and overlap. In this paper, the AOBD is run at a rate of
30 Hz and is programmed to produce eight circular footprints
distributed evenly across the FFPA’s FOV [Fig. 2(a)]; each
footprint has a Gaussian energy distribution along its radial
axis. Each footprint is imaged within a 12 × 12 grid of pixels,
and any energy recorded in the pixels not directly illuminated
by the laser is due to atmospheric scattering and sensor noise.
At a nominal altitude of 600 m above ground, the FOV of
each pixel is approximately 70 cm, and each footprint covers
approximately 8.4 m [Fig. 2(b)].
The laser used in these flights operated at a wavelength
of 1064 nm at 12.7 mJ per pulse with a pulse duration of
4 nanoseconds; each pulse contained multiple transverse (TEM)
modes. The FFPA clock speed was set at 200 MHz, which
resulted in a vertical resolution of 75 cm per time bin and a
vertical range of 30.75 m per 128 × 128 pixel by 41 bin data
cube. The combined vertical extent of tree height and terrain
relief in the study areas exceeded the vertical range of a single
data cube, and multiple data cubes were collected using sliding
range gates. In this approach, the sensor is programmed so that
it records backscattered energy from within a given range of
distances (the range gate) from the platform [Fig. 2(c)]. The
41 bin/30.75 m range is due only to the current hardware; FPAs
with a greater number of bins are under development. As the
ESFL lidar system flies above a surface, multiple range gates
are staggered to span a large vertical range. In this paper, full
waveform data were synthesized from three successive pulses
with three overlapping range gates. For the example of an 80-m
tall forest, the data cube at gate 1 (pulse 1) could be centered
on the canopy top, gate 2 (pulse 2) could collect a data cube
at the center of the trees, and the data cube at gate 3 (pulse 3)
could collect a data cube at the terrain surface. The series is
then repeated. Three range gates were used in the study for a
total vertical range of 90 m. The sensor was flown on a Twin
Otter aircraft. Speed varied for the flight reported here but, at
100 knots (51.4 m/s) and 30-Hz operation, the horizontal offsets
between the individual range gates are 1.7 m.
C. Processing of ESFL Data
1) Sensor Operation: Waveform data were collected along
north-south trending flight lines with an average length of about
1.5 km (MEF) and 4 km (AEF). Both data sets were acquired
in May of 2010. There are 923 data files (cubes) over Manitou
and 3150 data files at SF Austin (Table I).

2) Sensor Calibration: There are multiple calibrations performed on the ESFL prior to flight. A plate-scale test of the receiver calibrates the returned beam pointing over the entire FOV
and references it to the coordinates from the global positioning
system and inertial measurement unit (GPS/IMU). A second
focal plane characterization calibration is used to convert intensity returns for every focal plane pixel into femtoJoules. This
way, waveform intensity profiles can be returned as absolute
energy values. Furthermore, large-scale focal plane sensitivity
effects can be removed from the data. Other tests include range
calibrations to convert time bin values into absolute range,
correcting for a number of biases in the data arising from both
the laser and FFPA. The illuminated area of each data cube
(15 × 128 pixels × 41 effective time bins) was extracted, and
geographic registration data from the Global Positioning and
Inertial Navigation systems were used to calculate an x, y,
and z coordinate for each vertical bin of each pixel.
3) Definition of Footprint Extent: The AOBD splits a single
beam into multiple footprints; the energy reflected from the
target surface falls onto multiple pixels, and waveforms are
recorded for each pixel indivdually. The pixel-level waveforms
within a single footprint can also be averaged to create a single
waveform per footprint. Examples of pixel and footprint-based
waveforms for our study areas are displayed in Fig. 3. In this
figure, the footprint-based waveforms are calculated within a
3 × 3 pixel window around the footprint center, a pixel position
determined during the process of preflight focal plane calibration. The ESFL laser has a round beam whose radial energy profile has a Gaussian distribution. Therefore, the greatest signal is
expected at the center of the beam, and the signal decreases
toward the edges of the beam. As a consequence, the signalto-noise is greatest in the center, and toward the edges, there is
a greater prevalence of noise. One can expect different signalto-noise ratios (SNRs) for single-pixel waveforms in the beam
centers versus the beam edges, or from the waveforms resulting
from binning multiple pixels together. For example, the pixelbased waveform for the Manitou Forest [Fig. 3(a)] has a noise
peak at the elevation of 2290 m compared to the footprint-based
waveform. Similarly, the pixel-based waveform collected over
the AEF [Fig. 3(c)] has additional peaks between the elevations
of 100 m and 110 m compared to the footprint-based waveform
[Fig. 3(d)]. These noise peaks can create overestimates of tree
height or underestimates of terrain elevation if not corrected.
We anticipate that analysis at the individual pixel level will
be meaningful, but in this work, we analyze footprint-level
waveforms. Their greater SNRs allow the data to be processed
using existing methods for waveform lidar data. Their larger
spatial extent matches the spatial extent of our validation data,
reduces the effects of errors in spatial registration, and allows
us to directly compare accuracy and precision results to those
obtained using discrete return or waveform lidar data.
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Fig. 5. Footprint extents (white dots) determined using 10% (top) and 50%
(bottom) energy thresholds. This means that all the pixels with energy ≥ 10%
of peak energy are included. The “plus sign” indicates the location of the
maximum energy in each footprint. Note that the overall size of the footprints
changes between the 10% and 50% thresholds and that the shape of the
footprints themselves changes with position in the across-track dimension.

Fig. 3. Pixel- and waveform-based waveforms for S.F. Austin Experimental
Forest (a) and (b) and Manitou Experimental Forest (c) and (d). Elevation of
noise spikes in the pixel-based waveforms are indicated with dashed lines.

Fig. 4. Energy distribution of an individual cube from Manitou Experimental
Forest (left) and S.F. Austin Experimental Forest (right) data sets. The top figure
shows a side view along the cube with pixel energy as the y-axis. The bottom
figure shows a top view with each pixel’s vertically integrated energy indicated
by a color look-up-table.

The AOBD splits a single laser beam into multiple footprints,
but each beam retains the Gaussian radial distribution of energy
that characterizes the incoming beam (Fig. 4). The images at
the top show the backscattered energy of each pixel in the
128 × 128 FFPA summed over all time bins in a cube. The
Gaussian distribution of energy can be seen in the individual footprints. The lower panels plot all values recorded in
the FFPA as a function of their FFPA pixel location in the
cross-track direction. The maximum values along the crosstrack direction approximate a Gaussian distribution for each
footprint.
With focal plane imaging, we can define the extent of each
footprint to retain the high SNR “core” pixels and ignore

low SNR pixels that are at the footprint’s margins. These
pixels receive less illumination and have lower SNR and are
associated with the noise features in the waveforms that cause
errors in the identification of the elevation of the uppermost
canopy or lowest terrain surface (as in Fig. 3). Therefore, we
investigated alternative approaches to define core and margin
areas of footprints.
The observed energy in a single footprint is partially a
function of the pattern of illumination but also varies as a
function of the 3-D organization of objects in the scene and
their reflectance. To determine thresholds that are generally
applicable, we created an average data cube for each flight line
(Fig. 5) by calculating average values from every data cube on
a per-pixel basis (considering all time bins for each pixel). This
eliminates the variability of individual footprints but retains
information on the precise alignment of the footprints in the
FFPA and the horizontal distribution of the energy of the
laser illumination for each footprint. We used a “threshold”
approach that considers all pixels in the averaged data cube
whose illumination exceeds some fraction of the maximum
illumination of the footprint. With access to the images of each
footprint, we are able to evaluate the sensitivity of our height
estimates to multiple energy thresholds. The aim was to find a
threshold that used as many of the individual pixels as possible,
while reducing noise and the presence of outliers.
Energy thresholds are defined on the basis of an averaged
data cube. Footprint locations are identified during preflight
calibration, and a 4 × 4 pixel region centered on these locations
is identified for each footprint. For each pixel in this region, all
time bin values are summed. Then, for each pixel in each group
of 16, each of these vertically integrated values is averaged
over all cubes in a flight line to produce an average data cube.
The ratio between each pixel’s vertically integrated energy and
the maximum for its footprint is then calculated. We evaluated
footprint extents that were defined on the basis of thresholds
derived from 10%, 25%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, and 90% of
maximum energy, as defined using the average data cube. The
result of this analysis is a grid that identifies the individual pixels that will be considered to belong to each footprint for each
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Fig. 6. (Top) ESFL data at Austin Experimental Forest. Flight-line location (white dot) is overlayed with the Leica DHM data (Bottom) Elevation profile of
ESFL data as an image in which a pixel value is an intensity of a waveform bin is displayed together with the Leica terrain points (white dot) and nonterrain points
(yellow plus).

energy threshold. Note that individual 3 pixels are identified on
the basis of the grid of average energy—no assumptions about
the footprint’s Gaussian distribution of energy are used. A new
grid is created for each flight line in case the alignment between
the laser and FFPA changes over time. Pixels are considered on
an individual basis so that any eccentricity in the footprint is
considered.
4) Range Gate Processing: Observations from multiple
range gates must be combined to create waveforms that match
the scene’s vertical extent. A regular grid of 5-m spatial resolution was imposed on the data so that all pixels that fell within
a single grid cell make a single waveform. Only those pixels
that met the threshold criteria discussed above were used. Using
data from multiple range gates to create a single waveform is
most appropriate when we can assume that multiple pulses will
be reflected similarly, as they would if the platform remained
stationary. In this case, the platform is moving 1.7 m between
each range gate but, because we are imaging the returned
energy and geolocating each pixel we can align data from the
same geographic location, even if the data were imaged on
different parts of the FFPA.
5) Derivation of ESFL Waveform Elevation and Height
Metrics: For the ESFL data, terrain elevations were identified
using Gaussian decomposition [5]. The elevation of the lowest
Gaussian peak (in the waveform) is used as a preliminary terrain
elevation, and the distance from the peak of the lowest Gaussian
to the uppermost signal above background noise is used as the
canopy height. A histogram is assembled of energy values for
each height in a waveform. If a Gaussian function is fit to
this histogram, the background noise level can be identified

based on the assumption that the most frequently observed
energy values in a waveform will be those associated with the
background noise. The background noise level is determined
by fitting a Gaussian function to the histogram of waveform
energy for each waveform seperately. This method relies on the
observation that the most frequently observed energy values in
a waveform will be those associated with the background noise
level. The threshold is set to the mean background noise plus 4
times its standard deviation [10].
As with all lidar remote sensing approaches, there are areas
in which the quantity of energy returned from the terrain surface
is not detectable, a situation that requires filtering to obtain
the true terrain elevation. We adapted the multiscale curvature
classification method (MCC) developed by [6] to filter the
initial terrain elevations we identified for each footprint.
D. Reference Lidar Data
Canopy height models were derived from discrete return lidar
remote sensing as validation for the ESFL height estimates.
This conventional discrete return lidar data were collected at
each site using Leica ALS systems. Data at AEF were obtained
on August 15th 2007 using a Leica ALS50-II LiDAR system
that captured up to four returns at an average point density of
5.67 points per m2 [2]. Data at MEF were collected with an
ALS 50 Phase 2 in June 2010 that captured up to four returns
at a point density of about 5.7 points per square meter. Figs. 6
and 7 compare Leica and ESFL data for each site. Data from
the AEF were provided in the form of LAS files and as digital
terrain and canopy surface height raster models generated using
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Fig. 7. (Top) ESFL data at Manitou Experimental Forest. Flight-line location (white dot) is overlayed with the Leica DHM data (Bottom) Elevation profile of
ESFL data as an image in which a pixel value is an intensity of a waveform bin is displayed together with the Leica terrain points (white dot) and nonterrain points
(yellow plus).

the toolbox for lidar data filtering and forest studies at a spatial
resolution of 1 m [4]. Data for MEF were provided as LAS files
of individual point data. The MEF lidar data were classified
into terrain and nonterrain points using the MCC approach, and
maximum elevations were gridded to 1-m resolution.
E. Analyses
In this paper, we evaluated three aspects of ESFL performance: 1) the accuracy of ESFL digital terrain models (DTMs),
2) the optimal pixel size and footprint extent for estimating
terrain elevation and forest canopy height, and 3) the rate of
penetration through the forest canopy to the terrain surface.
1) Determination of the Optimal Energy Threshold for
Waveform Definition: We evaluated thresholds of 10%, 25%,
50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, and 90% of maximum energy for their
effect on the strength of the relationships between ESFL and
Leica estimates of terrain elevation and canopy height. Some
thresholds resulted in very inaccurate terrain elevations which
in turn would have created errors in forest canopy heights for
those footprints. Therefore, we calculated forest canopy heights
for waveforms that had realistic terrain elevations only. Footprints with terrain elevations that were at least 10 m below their
neighbors were considered to be outliers. Moreover, footprints
with canopy heights that were over 60 m were considered
outliers. Terrain surfaces were evaluated using r2 , RMSE, and

the percentage of obvious outlier points produced by each
threshold. Canopy heights were evaluated by the r2 and RMSE
of the relationship between ESFL and Leica estimates of height
for those footprints that had realistic terrain elevations only.
2) Height Estimation Equations: Linear regression between
the ESFL and validation data set estimates of canopy height
were developed at two spatial resolutions. The first set of
regressions were performed at the spatial resolution of 5 m.
As a test of spatial scale on these results, multiple pixels were
averaged to simulate a 25-m resolution, and a similar set of
equations were generated.
3) Penetration Rate: The rate of penetration to the terrain
surface is important for both topographic and vegetation analyses. The ability of lidar sensors to create an accurate DTM
is limited by their ability to penetrate the canopy and observe
the terrain itself. Characterization of vegetation requires both
an accurate DTM (to calculate forest canopy height) as well
as estimates of plant cover (which are directly estimated from
penetration rate). We evaluated each sensor’s ability to observe
the terrain by calculating the percentage of observations returned from below 2 m above the terrain surface. This elevation
criteria (below 2 m above the terrain surface) includes points
that lie within 2 m above the terrain surface as well as points
that fall below the terrain surface; these points occur due to
the averaging effect of the terrain filter. The terrain surface was
derived from the Leica data at each site. Penetration rate of the
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Fig. 8. Elevation profile of original terrain peaks from waveform decomposition (gray line) and filtered terrain points (thick black line), displayed with filtered
Leica lidar terrain surface (red). Manitou Experimental Forest (top) and S.F. Austin Experimental Forest (bottom). Results are for waveforms created with 50%
threshold (see text).

ESFL sensor was calculated as the percent of waveform energy
returned from within these elevation limits. For Leica data, two
penetration rates were calculated for each 5-m footprint. The
first (point-based) estimate is the percent of observations that
fall within these elevation limits. The intensity-based estimate
uses the intensity metric recorded by the Leica sensor, which
is a measure of the relative intensity of each observation. The
second, intensity-based, penetration rate is the ratio between
total intensity of Leica points within the elevation limits and
the total intensity of all Leica points within the ESFL footprint.

TABLE II
S ENSITIVITY OF T ERRAIN AND F OREST C ANOPY H EIGHT AS A F UNCTION
OF E NERGY T HRESHOLD AT S.F. AUSTIN E XPERIMENTAL F OREST (T OP )
AND M ANITOU E XPERIMENTAL F OREST (B OTTOM )

III. R ESULTS
A. Comparison of Terrain Models
Terrain models derived from MCC filtering (Fig. 8) of the
ESFL data (thick black line) closely matched reference data (red
line) from the Leica systems. The standard deviations of the
terrain surface differences were 0.41 m at MEF, 0.69 m at AEF.
Both errors are within the vertical bin size used for ESFL full
waveform lidar (0.75 m), and some of the differences are likely
due to the relative geolocation accuracy of the two lidars data.
B. Determination of the Optimal Energy Threshold
At MEF, there were clear differences in the agreement of the
relative terrain elevations and relative canopy heights calculated
using the various energy thresholds (Table II). The agreement
between the terrain surfaces was highest with a 50% energy
threshold for ESFL, with an RMSE of 1.8 m, in contrast to
16.7 m at an energy threshold of 10% and 17.7 m at an energy
threshold of 90%. Errors in terrain elevations were dramatically higher at other energy thresholds. The RMSE for canopy

heights was also lowest at the 50% threshold. At AEF, there
was very little difference in the quality of the terrain elevations
or canopy heights regardless of energy threshold.
At Manitou, the correlation between ESFL and Leica estimates of height at the 5-m footprint resolution was 84% with an
RMSE of 2.3 m. At the S.F. Austin site, heights were correlated
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Regression relationships at native (5 m, top) and 25-m spatial resolution for Manitou Experimental Forest (left) and S.F. Austin Experimental Forest.

with 85% of variance and an RMSE of 3.9 m at 5 m. When
checked at a spatial resolution of 25 m, the r2 at Manitou
rose to 93% with an RMSE of 1.8 m; the respective values at
S.F. Austin were 87% and 3.5 m. When spatial resolution was
increased to 25 m, the results at MEF improved to a greater
degree than those at AEF. This may be due to the greater
spatial heterogeneity of canopy structure at MEF, which would
increase the sensitivity of those results to small geolocation
errors.
C. Regression Between ESFL and Leica Heights
We calculated two sets of regression equations for each site.
In both cases, we used the energy ratio of 50% to calculate
our waveforms for ESFL. We used spatial resolutions of 5 and
25 m to investigate the influence of spatial resolution on the
intercept and slope of the equations (Fig. 9). At 5-m resolution,
the regression equations were
AEF
MEF

ESFL Height = 2.94 + 0 87 ∗ Leica Height
r2 = 85% RMSE = 3.9
ESFL Height = − 1.98 + 0.98 ∗ Leica Height
r2 = 84% RMSE = 2.3.

At 25-m resolution, the equations were
AEF
MEF

ESFL Height = 1.75 + 0 90 ∗ Leica Height
r2 = 87% RMSE = 3.5
ESFL Height = − 1.68 + 0.99 ∗ Leica Height
r2 = 93% RMSE = 1.8.

At the Austin site, the ESFL estimates were 0.2 m lower than
the Leica estimates at 5-m resolution and 0.4 m higher at
25-m resolution; neither difference was statistically significant.
At the Manitou site, the ESFL estimates were 2.2 m lower than
the Leica estimates at the 5-m resolution and 1.9 m lower at
25-m resolution; neither difference (between the ESFL and
Leica estimates of each variable) was statistically significant.
D. Penetration Rate
The penetration rate of the ESFL system was higher than
the Leica system whether compared in terms of either the
point- or intensity-based metrics. At the MEF site (Fig. 10),
the ESFL penetration rate was higher than the Leica point
rate for 79% of the points and higher than the intensity rate
for 62% of the points. At the AEF site (Fig. 10), the ESFL
penetration rate was higher than the Leica point rate for 75%
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Fig. 10. Comparison of penetration rate between the ESFL and Leica system within 2 m above the terrain surface for Manitou Experimental Forest (top) and
S.F. Austin Experimental Forest (bottom). Left panels are point-based estimates. Right panels are intensity-based estimates. Percentages refer to the frequency of
points that fall above the identity line (i.e., where ESFL penetration exceeds Leica penetration).

of the points, and higher than the intensity rate for 94% of
the points. The ESFL and Leica estimates of penetration rates
showed some association at MEF (Leica point-based penetration rate r = 0.65, intensity rate r = 0.66) but very little at
AEF (point rate r = 0.30, intensity rate r = 0.22). The low
cover forests at MEF generally allowed more observations (i.e.,
from ESFL and either of the Leica indices) to reach the terrain,
which produced some degree of association between the various
penetration rates. The forests at AEF had high cover, but the
ESFL could still record energy from the terrain, while the rate
of Leica penetration was low. As a consequence, there was little
association between the two estimates of penetration.
IV. D ISCUSSION
On the basis of these analyses, we are confident that the
ESFL makes the same basic measurements we obtain from
a typical commercial lidar sensor. The DTMs derived from
the ESFL and Leica data sources had acceptable submeter
differences. We consider these errors to be well within the limits
of error due to variability in the elevation of terrain observations
at fine spatial resolutions and expected geolocation errors.
Regressions between each sensor’s estimates of canopy height

at the footprint level (r2 of 84% at both AEF and MEF, Fig. 9)
were high enough that we cannot say which sensor yields a
more definitive measurement of height. Numerous factors could
explain the residual lack of correlation, including the differing
spatial resolution of the observations, small uncertainties in
geolocation, and differences in penetration. Coefficients of the
equations relating ESFL height and Leica height vary between
sites, and more detailed study comparing each sensor to field
data will be required to identify what factors are responsible.
However, it is clear that, while the bias between ESFL and
Leica estimates of height at the Austin site were minor and
not statistically significant, the biases at Manitou are substantial
(but still not statistically significant). Given the minor differences in the terrain surface elevations, we conclude that the
difference is likely due to ESFL missing the tops of trees. This
effect is noticeable at Manitou, with its conifer crowns but not
at the Austin site, where the trees are broadleaf. While this
effect is relatively large, it is not statistically significant and
may be due to our relative lack of experience with processing
ESFL waveforms.
There was high sensitivity to changes in the energy threshold
at the Manitou site and nearly none at the Austin site, although
in either case, an energy threshold of 50% was most appropriate
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(Table II. This difference may be due to a combination of
lidar operating conditions and ESFL instrument settings. We
observed that the overall signal levels at Manitou were roughly
1/2 of those at Austin. Although the energy of laser was the
same at both sites, there was light precipitation during the
collection at Manitou. This could have scattered laser light out
of the FOV, decreasing the energy of the signal returned to
the receiver. It is also possible that the f-stop for the lens used
for Manitou and Austin were different, but this setting was not
recorded at the time of flight. For future flights, we will monitor
this setting. Because signal strength was higher at Austin than
at Manitou, the SNR was also higher, and therefore the use of
lower energy thresholds might not have influenced the accuracy
of the measurements as much.
A second set of differences between the two sites was the
greater improvement of height estimates at Manitou when
footprint height estimates were aggregated to 25-m spatial
resolution (Eqs 1–4). This is likely due to the greater spatial
heterogeneity in tree density at the Manitou site.
In this paper, we processed footprint-level waveforms from
the ESFL, although we could have processed data from individual pixels separately. This decision was made so that we could
use conventional processing techniques from the waveform
lidar literature, which are most suitable for waveforms with
relatively high SNRs, such as those obtained at the footprint
level. Processing techniques adapted to sensors with low SNRs
such as digital lidar sensors (also referred to as photon counting
lidar sensors) are being developed, and they may be better
adapted to remove the noise effects we see at the individual
pixel level. In addition to their higher spatial resolution, one
could use pixel data to calculate variance among the pixels at
any given elevation within an individual footprint. This measure
of spatial variance could allow characterization of the fine
details of vegetation structure, such as foliage clumping, which
are key to accurate estimates of leaf area index [3].
Analysis of the rate of terrain observations (i.e., penetration rate) indicated that the ESFL sensor generally recorded
more energy from the near-terrain elevations (Fig. 10). At the
Manitou site, the penetration levels were similar when the absolute penetration rate was high (i.e., low levels of foliage cover)
but the ESFL had higher penetration when absolute penetration
was low (i.e., high levels of foliage cover). This suggests that as
cover increased, the Leica instrument was no longer collecting
returns from the near-terrain zone. At the Austin site, with its
higher foliage cover, there is no correlation between the ESFL
and either of the two Leica estimates of penetration, but the
ESFL penetration rate is also higher, particularly at high foliage
cover (i.e., low penetration rate). This indicates that ESFL is
probably a better instrument for estimating cover at the 5-m
spatial resolution.
Two effects may account for the high penetration of ESFL
relative to the Leica sensor. In some cases, the amount of
energy returned from the terrain surface apparently is not high
enough to trigger a Leica observation. In other cases, the
electronics responsible for detecting discrete returns may be
involved. Commercial sensors often have a “dead time” after
the detection of an individual return when processing of the
return is required and no additional observations can be made.
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In such a case, the detection of an understory layer within 2 m
above the terrain may prevent the observation of one closer to or
on the terrain surface itself. This does not occur for ESFL since
it is a full waveform lidar that collects all the energy in each
range bin. The Leica sensor can still create adequate terrain
surfaces through terrain filtering. Fig. 8 shows the relatively
high level of filtering required for the Leica data, although a
precise comparison of the relationship between penetration rate
and the need for filtering is beyond the scope of this paper.
The NASA Airborne Science Program through its Airborne
Instrument Technology Transition program has funded additional work and enhancements for the ESFL demonstration
lidar with the intent of it becoming a “facility instrument”
available for use in broader scientific field campaigns. A number of different enhancements address both the system performance and reliability. A key performance enhancement is to
increase its aperture and sensitivity to enable flying at 1600-m
(5000 ft) altitudes where 25-m beam footprints on the ground
will be created, matching the proposed footprint size of the
DESDynI lidar (now cancelled) for validation purposes. A second enhancement is the inclusion of an optical beam forming
lens to shape the undeflected beam into a projected line that
allows data to be collected along track. This provides the potential to allow the laser light to be used effectively to collect both
dense (contiguous) forest data and sparse data simultaneously
addressing multiple scientific questions. A third enhancement is
the inclusion into the controller of an onboard digital elevation
map directly coupled to the beam controller which will allow
the system to track multiple predefined flightlines simultaneously. This approach allows the laser light to be concentrated
along paths of most interest; for example, ones that might
be undergoing the greatest change, or those that have ground
truth, or ones where previous flights or satellite overpasses
have occurred. This upgrades are scheduled to be completed
in late 2012 and will be tested with a series of engineering and
science flights. A self-consistent design for a space-based lidar
has been completed [16]. This includes radiometric modeling
of expected signal strengths utilizing a methodology validated
on the CALIPSO mission and updated to include the new flash
focal plane technology and the AOBD.
V. C ONCLUSION
The results of this study show that basic measurements made
by the ESFL are equivalent to those obtained with discrete
return lidar remote sensing. Although the results did not indicate that the two data sets were identical, when differences
in sampling and processing approaches are considered, it is
reasonable to expect that these sensors would make very similar
estimates of vegetation canopy structure and terrain elevation.
The flexibility and information content of discrete return lidar
make it a logical choice for primary evaluation of this data;
results obtained using field data of tree height would have
been subject to a number of errors (e.g., geolocation error) that
would have complicated the development of our understanding
of this novel data set. The next step is to do the ESFL to field
data comparisons that will provide absolute confirmation of our
ability to estimate canopy height.
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